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HMCS CALGARY’S 
AIR DET AT WORK
Corporal Shannon Clayton, Aviation Systems 
Technician aboard HMCS Calgary, loads a 
torpedo on to a CH-148 Cyclone helicopter.

Photo by Cpl Lynette Ai Dang, Imagery Technician
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Royal Canadian Navy 
Make Four Drug Busts
in Three Days
Combined Maritime 
Forces

HMCS Calgary has intercepted 
four more suspicious dhows off the 
coast of Oman during a string of 
high-tempo operations, leading to the 
seizure of illicit narcotics worth over 
$14.44 million in just three days. 

The Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) 
warship conducted three back-
to-back drug interdiction opera-
tions on April 30, seizing 6,836 
kg (15,071 lbs) of hashish. 
Calgary’s operational success 
continued on May 2 with 
a high-value interdiction of 
520 kg (1,146 lbs) of metham-
phetamine, 625 kg (1,378 lbs) of 
hashish, and 5 kg (11 lbs) of heroin. 

This is the latest in a series of 
six seizures in just seven days made 
by Calgary while in direct sup-
port of Combined Maritime Forces’ 
Canadian-led Combined Task Force 
(CTF) 150. 

“Four more major busts for HMCS 
Calgary and in only three days. This 
could not have been done without 
the incredible around-the-clock effort 
of the ship’s company and support 
from Combined Task Force 150,” 

said Commander Mark O’Donohue, 
Commanding Officer of HMCS 
Calgary. “This year, more and more 
meth is being transported through 
the region, and it feels good to be tak-
ing this very dangerous and lucrative 
drug out of the hands of criminal and 
terrorist organizations.”

One of the key factors in Calgary’s 
operational success has been the 

direct support provided by 
a Royal Canadian Air Force 
CP-140 Aurora aircraft based out 

of the United Arab Emirates, 
a Combined Maritime Forces 
partner. The Canadian patrol 
aircraft provides critical intel-

ligence, surveillance, and recon-
naissance capabilities, facilitating 

the identification of potential smug-
glers to CTF-150 and to the warship.   

“I am incredibly proud of the crew 
of HMCS Calgary and the tangible 
impact they have made in the region 
in such a short space of time,” said 
Commodore Daniel Charlebois of the 
Royal Canadian Navy, Commander of 
CTF-150. “In only one week, they 
have successfully carried out six inter-
dictions, helping to choke the revenue 
streams which feed regional terrorist 
and criminal organizations.”

The Combined Maritime Forces is a multinational 
maritime partnership, which exists to uphold the 
International Rules-Based Order by countering illicit 
non-state actors on the high seas and promoting secu-
rity, stability, and prosperity across approximately 3.2 
million square miles of international waters, which 
encompass some of the world’s most important ship-
ping lanes.

Calgary and CTF-150 are operating as part of 
Operation Artemis, Canada’s contribution to maritime 
security in the Middle East, and its mission to stop ter-
rorism in the region.

CTF-150 conducts maritime security operations out-
side the Arabian Gulf to disrupt criminal and terrorist 
organizations, ensuring legitimate commercial shipping 
can transit the region, free from non-state threats. CTF-
150 is currently commanded by the Royal Canadian 
Navy, which is leading the task force for the fifth time.

Op Artemis is part of Canada’s contribution to multi-
national counter-narcotics and counter-terrorism efforts 
under Combined Task Force (CTF) 150, facilitating the 
identification and cueing of vessels suspected of being 
engaged in illicit maritime activity on the high seas. 

In 2021, Operation Artemis comprises the follow-
ing contributions from the Canadian Armed Forces: 
HMCS Calgary, a Halifax-class Royal Canadian Navy 
Frigate; CP-140, a long-range patrol aircraft used by 
the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) for multiple types 
of missions over land and water; and the command and 
control of CTF-150 under Combined Maritime Forces, 
based in the Kingdom of Bahrain. 

about the mission

Members of HMCS Calgary stand with 3,350 kilograms of hash seized from a dhow during 
a counter-smuggling operation on April 30 in the Arabian Sea, as part of Operation Artemis 
with  Combined Task Force 150.

Royal Canadian Navy sailors aboard HMCS Calgary 
bring aboard contraband seized from smugglers 
during counter-smuggling operations on April 30.

Photos by Cpl Lynette Ai Dang, HMC Calgary Imagery Technician
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Peter Mallett
Staff Writer

A retired U.S Veteran has HMCS 
Regina to thank for ending his stranded-
at-sea predicament. 

The man was attempting to sail 
between Port Angeles, Washington, 
and Anchorage, Alaska, by himself on a 
30-foot recreational sail boat. 

The warship received a request to 
investigate a sailboat-in-distress call from 
Esquimalt’s Regional Joint Operations 
Centre (RJOC) on Saturday May 1.

They found him approximately 25 
nautical miles west of Nootka Sound, 
and sent out a search and rescue (SAR) 
response team in the ship’s RHIB.

According to LCdr Dave Dallin, 
Regina’s Executive Officer, the small sail-
boat was in poor condition, without 

electricity or communication capability, 
had taken on water during a storm, which 
destroyed his sails, and was gradually 
drifting southwest into the open ocean. 

“He was relieved to have assistance but 
really had no idea the depth of his ves-
sel’s disarray,” said LCdr Dallin. 

Regina’s SAR Team consisted of SLt 
Mitch Barr, Naval Boarding Party Officer; 
PO2 Raymond Moore, Boatswain; Cpl 
Scott Edney, Medical Technician; S1 
Steven Desfosses, Marine Engineer; and 
Boatswains S1 Michelle Germain and S1 
Tommy Mailloux. 

Cpl Edney determined the man did not 
require immediate medical attention. He 
was given a care package of food from the 
ship’s galley as his supplies were almost 
gone. Due to COVID-19 protocol, the 
stranded sailor remained on board while 
the boat was towed to the nearest safe 
harbour.  

Junior Boatswain S2 Germain was 
lauded by her shipmates for her profi-
ciency driving the tow boat, having only 
performed the procedure in training. 

“I am very proud of her work, she did 
very well, was calm and professional, and 
exceeded the standards of operation and 
showed superior seamanship,” said her 
supervisor PO2 Moore. 

S2 Germain was assisted in driving the 
RHIB by S1 Tommy Mailloux as the two 
took turns at the controls for the duration 
of the tow.  S2 Germain said factors that 
made the tow difficult included towing 
a larger, heavier vessel through strong 
currents and sizable waves of up to three 
metres and winds of 15 to 25 knots, but 
in the end rated it as a valuable learning 
experience. 

“This man was definitely in need of 
our help and we saved a life on this day,” 
she said. “This at-sea rescue is one of the 

aspects of our work in the RCN that 
gives us all a true feeling of satisfaction 
and a job well done.”

The tow took approximately five hours; 
the disabled vessel was then handed over 
to a Canadian Coast Guard vessel in pro-
tected waters. They towed the vessel to a 
port located near Gold River, B.C, where 
the individual was met by members of 
Canada Border Services Agency and the 
RCMP, and given medical attention. 

“It was a very complicated rescue situ-
ation but one which was certainly not 
outside of the skill set, nautical and sea-
manship skills, and expertise of any RCN 
crew member,” said LCdr Dallin. “When 
you put all the pieces together in a tense 
situation like this, we saw the best of 
what Canadian sailors are all about shine 
through in spades.” 

HMCS Regina rescues stranded sailor drifting at sea

It was a very complicated rescue situation but one which was certainly not outside of 
the skill set, nautical and seamanship skills, and expertise of any RCN crew member”

LCdr Dave Dallin, HMCS Regina’s Executive Officer

Image courtesy HMCS Regina
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Message from the MARPAC Formation Safety Officer – Catherine Leith
The North American Occupational 

Safety and Health (NAOSH) week was 
marked on May 2-8, 2021. Formation 
Safety would like to encourage the 
MARPAC Team to continue to consider 
the importance of creating and maintain-
ing a safety culture in the workplace and 
in the community. We would also like to 
recognize and thank individuals that go 
above and beyond to ensure that we all get 
home safely to our families each day.

It has been a challenging year; with the 
COVID-19 pandemic adding to the over-
arching importance and need to ensure 
safer spaces to prevent injury and ill-
ness in the workplace, at home and in 
the community. To achieve this, we must 
all continue to follow the Public Health 
Measures and get vaccinated when it is our 
turn to do so.

Safety and health in the workplace is 
a shared responsibility. As such, every 
individual has the responsibility to demon-

strate leadership and due diligence in par-
ticipating in safety programs and activities 
which promote a safe culture, thereby pre-
venting illness and injury. It is important 
to be compassionate, supportive to others, 
and to ask for help when you need it.

The pandemic with the associated iso-
lation created by the restrictive Public 
Health Measures, have highlighted an 
increased need for individuals to con-
tinually check their mental and emotional 
health. Managers and supervisors play an 
important role in creating an environment 
where individuals feel comfortable talking 
about mental health. 

Continue to learn about your work envi-
ronment, and strive to continually improve 
in safety protocols that improve safety cul-
ture and prevent illness and injuries.

Formation Safety is committed to 
providing support, resources, legislative 
advice, and guidance to promote a safe and 
healthy workplace for civilian and mili-

tary members of the Defence Team. We 
encourage all our members and civilians 
to actively participate in their Workplace 
Health and Safety Committees and vol-
unteer for a special event that promotes 
safety and wellness. 

We also encourage leaders and manag-
ers to hold regular safety talks and take 
time to discuss health and safety issues 
within their sections on a scheduled regu-
lar basis. We all have a responsibility to 
work together to improve the Health and 
Safety of our workplaces.

If you have any questions, please reach 
out to your Unit General Safety Officer or 
email Formation Safety and Environment 
(+ESQ MARPAC FSE Safety@MARPAC@
Esquimalt).  For more information on the 
NAOSH week, visit: naosh.ca

Together we can create safe workplaces 
and communities.
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Peter Mallett
Staff Writer

HMCS Vancouver returns to sea next 
month following a two-year extended 
work period.

The ship’s 200-member crew will set 
sail and operate off Vancouver Island 
beginning the first week of June for Basic 
Single Ship Readiness Training (BSSRT), 
supported by Sea Training Staff. 

Together, they will test the Halifax-
class frigate’s personnel, systems, and 
equipment following the extended 
work period, which involved Seaspan’s 
Victoria Shipyards, Fleet Maintenance 
Facility, and a number of other external 
agencies.

“The main intent of the BSSRT process 
is to find out what things, from a team 
and, or equipment perspective aren’t 
working as expected, and work collab-
oratively with our friends at Sea Training 
to improve them,” says Cdr Kevin 
Whiteside, Vancouver’s Commanding 
Officer.

The success of a warship at sea also 
depends on how the crew is performing, 
he adds.

“Sailor’s individual skill sets are main-
tained very well in the Royal Canadian 

Navy, but the challenge of leadership 
during the first phase of our tiered readi-
ness program is to have the ship’s com-
pany perform as a team.” 

Basic Single Ship Readiness Training 
is expected to last two weeks and is the 
first at-sea step in the warship’s Tiered 
Readiness Program, with the overall 
intention to have Vancouver ready for 
international operations in 2022. 

The Navigation Officer, Lt(N) Anna 
Childerhose is crucial to the opening 
phase of the BSSRT, says Cdr Whiteside. 
She needs to ensure the ship’s bridge 
team, navigation suite, and bridge equip-
ment are functioning properly, and work 
with the ship’s engineers to make sure all 
engines can provide the power required 
to the ship’s various systems.

“The navigation side of the house will 
spend a lot of time working with our 
combat systems engineer Lt(N) Riley 
Nabigon to make sure the ship’s many 
combat systems, including the ship’s 
radar, are functioning properly to ensure 
we can operate safely and successfully 
in international operations,” says Lt(N) 
Childerhose. 

Cdr Whiteside lauded the efforts of 
Vancouver’s crew during the extended 
work period. That included the massive 
job of de-storing and getting the ship 

ready for its refit, and then restoring, 
restocking, and restarting all the ship’s 
systems upon its return from the ship-
yard. Much of this, he notes, was done 
under COVID-19 physical distancing 
restrictions. 

“The heart and perseverance of our 
team has been excellent throughout 
this work period and it’s unbelievable 
the amount of work every member has 
done in collaboration with the many 

supporting shore agencies to get this ship 
ready,” he says. 

Following their initial time at sea, the 
crew will return to shore for summer 
leave, followed by a short work period. 
The final step of their Tiered Readiness 
Program will be Intermediate Multi-ship 
Readiness Training in early 2022, that 
will allow Vancouver to test its abilities 
beyond domestic operations with an eye 
to deployment. 

HMCS VANCOUVER EYES RETURN TO SEA
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Joanie Veitch
Trident Newspaper

During the month of Ramadan, Sailor 
Second Class Yunus Kurt gets up every 
day, an hour before sunrise, to have some-
thing to eat before beginning his daily fast. 
It will be about 16 hours before he will 
eat or drink anything again.

Ramadan is the most sacred time in 
the Islamic calendar. Muslims around 
the world fast during daylight hours. For 
S2 Kurt, along with S3 Ahmad Bitar, 
both Naval Communicators on deploy-
ment with HMCS Halifax, this is a most 
unusual Ramadan. Their ship left HMC 
Dockyard in Halifax on Jan. 1, and headed 
for Europe and a six-month deployment 
on Operation Reassurance alongside 
NATO allies.

“This is my first deployment and also the 
first time where I fasted during Ramadan 
while in the middle of the ocean,” said S2 
Kurt.

When Ramadan began on April 12, both 
S2 Kurt and S3 Bitar called their families 
to wish them well, and have continued 
to stay in touch using FaceTime and 
other messaging apps. While Ramadan 
usually sees families and friends gather 
to share the Iftar meal and break the fast 
together as the sun sets, that practice has 

gone online for many Muslims around 
the world this year due to COVID-19 
restrictions. 

Using available technology to talk with 
family and friends from home and read 
their messages of support has been a huge 
help, said S2 Kurt. 

“Fasting on Ramadan while at sea has 
been harder than I thought, when you 
don’t have a home to come back to. That 
is one of the biggest challenges while 
sailing,” he said. “It is very difficult being 
away from my community; however, I’ve 
become used to it since joining the mili-
tary, due to the amount of moving I’ve 
had to do.” 

Although evenings after sundown 
during Ramadan are usually social, for 
Muslims it is also a time to slow down 
and take extra time for spiritual reflection 
beyond their daily prayers — not easy to 
do while on a warship.

“It is hard to slow down in a high-tempo 
program, but it adds an extra sense of 
accomplishment when you finish that 
day,” said S3 Bitar. “It is difficult, but that 
is the whole purpose: fighting tempta-
tions. Just focusing and reminding myself 
helps me out through the day.”

During Ramadan, S3 Bitar also likes to 
take time to reflect on how he can be of 
service to others. “Doing good deeds, they 

could be little things or big things, but I 
try my best to help people,” he said. “It 
makes you feel better and it makes their 
day easier.”

For S2 Kurt, Ramadan is a time to 
deepen his faith, noting that he has 
enjoyed talking with colleagues and super-
visors who’ve shown interest in learning 
about his faith and the importance of 
Ramadan to Muslims.

Both sailors said that 
despite the hardships 
of fasting while at sea, 
they have felt sup-
ported by their ship-
mates – especially the 
kitchen staff – for sav-
ing them dinner to eat 
when the sun sets and 
they can break their 
fast.

“I give big thanks to 
the cooks,” S3 Bitar 
added.

The end of 
Ramadan, which falls 
on May 12 this year, is 
celebrated worldwide 
with the festival of 
Eid al-Fitr. Although 
the two sailors don’t 
know for certain how 

they’ll mark the event, they plan to spend 
the time together, along with another 
Muslim sailor observing Ramadan on 
board HMCS Halifax.

“I don’t know where we will be, but 
probably somewhere in the middle of the 
ocean,” said S2 Kurt. “We’ll celebrate by 
hugging each other and hopefully break-
ing our fast together.”

S3 Ahmad Bitar and S2 Yunus Kurt are both 
observing Ramadan at sea while on deployment 
with HMCS Halifax. Photo by: S1 Bryan Underwood

A very different Ramadan
Muslim sailors observe a month of fasting while on deployment with HMCS Halifax
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Captain Sarah Harasymchuk
Operation Caribbe PAO

Lieutenant-Commander Tyler 
Ravnsgaard is currently deployed on 
Operation Caribbe as the Executive 
Officer on board HMCS Brandon. 
His role is to advise the Commanding 
Officer, oversee training on board, and 
ensure the morale and welfare of the 
crew. 

Operation Caribbe is Canada’s partici-
pation in the U.S.-led enhanced counter-
narcotics operations in the Caribbean 
Sea and the eastern Pacific Ocean. Naval 
warships and aircraft deploy to the 
region on a rotational basis to support 
the American-led multinational mission 
to suppress trafficking in international 
waters and airspace.

Are you the first person in your 
family to be in the military?

No. Both of my parents were in the 
military, as well as one of my aunts and 
one of my uncles. I am the first officer in 
my immediate family. I also have some 
ancestors on my mother’s side who were 
in the British and Danish militaries.

Why did you choose to join the 
Navy in particular?

My parents were in the Air Force and 
the Army, so I was somewhat familiar 
with those worlds. The navy offered 
something new and a different way 
of seeing the world. Travel was a big 
motivator for me to join. If I’m honest, 
I didn’t really know what I was getting 
into when I joined, but it ended up being 
a great choice for me.

What is your favourite activity to 
do in your free time while at sea?

There’s really not a lot of free time at 
sea, but I try to make time for exercise. 
There’s a lot of administration in my role 
and if I don’t get away from it for a bit 
each day my productivity drops. I also 
like to end my days with a book or TV 
show to take my mind out of the busi-
ness for a little while.

What motivates you to be the 
Executive Officer (XO) of the ship?

Really, it’s the people I work with. 
In the end it’s the crew, not me, who 
achieves the mission. My favourite jobs 
in the navy have been the ones where 
I’ve been responsible for the training 
and welfare of the more junior members. 
It’s very rewarding to know I’ve had 
a positive impact on lives and careers. 
As XO I can have a significant impact 
on the day-to-day life of the crew, and 
that motivates me to do my best. You 
can’t always make the decisions that will 
make the crew happy as we have a mis-
sion to accomplish, and even when you 
can you don’t always get it right. I’m still 
learning, and I don’t think the learning 
will ever stop, but when I do get some-
thing right it’s a good day.

What was the hardest thing you’ve 
had to do in your career?

There’s two ways to think about this. 
The most challenging thing I’ve done 
is navigating a warship at night, at high 
speeds, in close proximity to dangers. 
There’s a lot that goes into that, and the 
pressure can feel immense.

The hardest thing I have had to do 
is bring bad news to a sailor. There 
are times when you’re in a position of 
responsibility and you have to inform 
somebody of something heartbreaking, 
knowing that there’s very little you can 
do to soften the blow. Thankfully, that 
doesn’t happen very often. 

What’s the first thing you do after 
a long sail?

There’s a bit of a tradition among cer-
tain circles of a “shower, beer” as the first 
thing you do after a sail. It’s more or less 
how it sounds. There’s a lot of work that 
goes into the days we come alongside 
before we can leave the ship, and then 
we have to carry all our kit back into 
our homes. I typically smell a bit and am 
tired, so this helps me feel fresh and puts 
me in the time to unwind mindset. Part 
of my checklist before I leave for a long 
sail is to make sure I have a good beer in 
the fridge on my return.

with HMCS Brandon’s
Executive Offi cer deployed 
on Operation Caribbe

Q A&
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www.shellyreed.com

#150–805 Cloverdale Ave., 
Victoria, B.C. V8X 2S9
 250-384-8124
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Direct: 250-213-7444  Email: sr@shellyreed.com
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Surprise your loved one today!

DOWNTOWN 250-388-5545    WESTSHORE 778-433-5399
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Laurel.Collins@parl.gc.ca

250-363-3600
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MP for Victoria@Laurel_BC
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/CollinsLaurel
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Peter Mallett
Staff Writer

An art project by a Second World War veteran and 
his daughter retraces the heroic steps of Canada’s 
Perth Regiment through Europe.  

Former Infantryman Eugene McKinnon, 98, has 
transformed his wartime memories into window 
murals with the help of his daughter Catherine. 

The project began in June 2020 and was completed 
in August with their installation on 11 exterior win-
dows of the Royal Canadian Legion’s Coronation 
Branch 286 in Toronto’s Rexdale neighbourhood. 

“For me, art is very enjoyable and educational. It 
allows me to teach people about the hardships of war 
and that many people like me had no choice but to 
enlist or be conscripted.”

He was born Sept. 9, 1922, in Mill Village, Queens 
County, N.S., and was the fourth in a family of 13 
children. 

As the Second World War raged, and he and his four 
brothers became of legal age, they all enlisted in the 
army. He had no time for art during the war, but the 
memories are heavily entrenched in what he paints.  

His fondest memories of that time were VE Day 
and anything and everything afterwards, he says. 

“That was the day we finally got to come home to 
our families and forget about the horrors we saw.”

Remembering ‘The Perths’
McKinnon was part of the Perth Regiment, Fifth 

Armored Division that sailed out of Halifax on the 
troop ship Queen Elizabeth. They arrived at the 
United Kingdom on Nov. 22, 1941. The Perths were 
mobilized under the code name Exercise Timberwolf 
and would spend the next two years in England in 
intensive training.

His regiment landed in Italy on Nov. 8, 1943, as part 
of the 11th Infantry Brigade, 5th Canadian Armoured 
Division. 

During their 16-month campaign in Italy, the suc-
cesses of the Perths mounted, such as being the 
first regiment to crack The Gothic Line and win-
ning campaigns at the Liri Valley and the Battle of 
Monte Casino. Their mission eventually disrupted the 
German’s hold on the Italian capital. 

In March 1945, the Perths were deployed to France, 
Belgium, and the Netherlands for the remainder of 
the war.

He remembers how they travelled mostly by foot 
and how he was often called on to take part in dan-
gerous reconnaissance missions where small teams of 
Perths would scout out enemy positions. 

“A couple of times he was the only one who would 
return,” says Catherine. “Like many other men who 

had seen horrific things during military service, Dad 
didn’t talk about the war until later in life.”

Embracing Art
Post-war, he painted his first mural while working on 

the tugboats of St. John’s Drydock and Shipbuilding 
Co. The crew had bunks on the tugboat and McKinnon 
painted a mural of a tiger above his bunk, which, he says, 
helped boost the morale for him and his bunkmates.

It was also during this time that he met his wife 
Jacqueline Barbara Turner.  They married and moved to 
Ontario where they had seven children.  He landed a 
job at Canadian Gypsun Company Ltd.  

Following his retirement and the death of his wife in 
2016, he began to paint more frequently.

The window murals chronicle his wartime and what 
he saw, such as paratroopers jumping from planes and 
being shot down by the Germans, a medic transferring 
the wounded through a swamp to a helicopter, the 
Normandy Landings, the Canadian 1st and 5th Divisions 
riding their tanks through the Liri Valley, and the large 
container ship that transported them to Italy. The final 
painting is a tribute to his uncle, a Canadian cavalry 
soldier in France during the First World War. It features 
a cavalry soldier on horseback with a Canadian flag. The 
final four windows are two of landscape paintings from 
his collection and two of Catherine’s paintings. 

His daughter was instrumental in getting his wartime 
memories onto the Legion windows as artwork. With 
his guidance, she stood on scaffolding and sketched 
his vision onto the window glass. The outline was then 
filled with weather resistant enamel paint.  

“At Dad’s age it would not be good for him to work 
hours in the hot summer sun on scaffolding,” said 
Catherine. “But for two of the windows Dad was able 
to stand on the ground and paint them himself during 
cooler times of the day. It took over four months to 
paint the windows.”

Veteran’s 
murals

Eugene McKinnon

Virtual art gallery
In October 2020, the McKinnons’ work was featured in Steel Spirit’s live-streamed art presentation entitled 
Culture Days. Founded by Brown in 2017, Steel Spirit showcases the unique artwork of military police, firefight-
ers, paramedics, hospital practitioners, and other first responders. He also participated in the group’s Artist’s 
Social on social media App Zoom. Steel Spirit is looking for new and emerging artists from every background 
and age. Visit their website www.thesteelspirit.ca

Eugene McKinnon paints some of the exterior windows of the Royal Canadian Legion’s 
Coronation Branch 286.  McKinnon, 98, is a former Infantryman of the Perth Regiment, 
Fifth Armoured Division. He worked with his daughter on the painting project that 
involved transferring his Second World War memories into artwork on the local legion 
branch’s windows.

Supplied photo

honour
The Perths
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BECKLEY FARM LODGE  |  HARRIET HOUSE  |  NIGEL HOUSE   
REST HAVEN LODGE  |  VETERANS HEALTH CENTRE  
VETERANS MEMORIAL LODGE

Broadmead Care 
4579 Chatterton Way 
Victoria BC V8X 4Y7
Tel: 250.658.0311 

Broadmead Care Society is a registered charity. #129290383 RR0001

Join Our Team!
Broadmead Care is an exceptional employer in the long term 
care sector, with an excellent reputation and a generous 
compensation package — join us today and help bring wellbeing 
and happiness to the veterans, seniors, and adults with disabilities 
who live with us.

Visit www.broadmeadcare.com to view job postings.

iA Financial Group is a business name and trademark of  
Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services Inc. 
iA Groupe financier est une marque de commerce et un 
autre nom sous lequel l’Industrielle Alliance, Assurance 
et services financiers inc. exerce ses activités.

Guaranteed Acceptance Critical Illness Insurance
Assurance maladie grave à approbation garantie

Contact your local SISIP Financial Advisor or visit sisipci.ca/promo
Communiquez avec votre conseiller financier local de la Financière SISIP  

ou visitez sisipci.ca/cipromo

Limited time offer ends June 30, 2021
Cette offre d’une durée limitée se termine le 30 juin 2021

Financial protection for 25 common critical illnesses (up to $50,000 of coverage)
Une protection financière pour 25 maladies graves courantes (jusqu’à 50 000 $ de couverture)

Exclusively for the Canadian Armed Forces
Assurance offerte exclusivement aux Forces armées canadiennes

NOTE: If you already have $50,000 of Guaranteed Acceptance Critical Illness Insurance under this plan, you may not apply for more under this offer. If you have $25,000 
you may only apply for an additional $25,000. If you have previously received a Covered Condition Benefit payment under this group policy, you may apply but the covered 
condition for which you received payment, as well as any related Multiple Event Covered Conditions, will be excluded from your coverage. REMARQUE : Si vous avez 
déjà souscris à 50 000 $ de couverture à approbation garantie d’assurance sous ce régime, vous n’êtes pas éligible pour cette offre. Si vous avez présentement un montant 
de 25 000 $ d’assurance maladie grave à approbation garantie aux termes du présent régime, vous pouvez soumettre une demande de couverture additionnelle de 25 
000 $. Si vous avez déjà reçu une prestation d’assurance maladie grave aux termes du présent régime, vous pouvez soumettre une demande mais la maladie ou affection 
couverte pour laquelle vous avez reçu une prestation, ainsi que toute maladie ou affection couverte aux termes de la garantie protection MultiPrestations reliée, sera 
exclue de votre couverture.

Protection for the entire family
Une protection pour toute la famille

No medical questions, no examinations
Aucune question d’ordre médical ni examen

A/SLt Wen Guo
 Base Administration

There was a seed of doubt in Captain 
Dominic Lafrenière’s mind when he 
joined the military to become a chap-
lain. As he ventured through his military 
training and chaplain courses at CFB 
Borden it remained a nagging worry 
that perhaps he wasn’t good enough. An 
instructor doused that concern in one 
sentence. 

 “When I first joined as a RESO 
(Reserve Entry Scheme - Officers) stu-
dent in 2001, I was afraid I would be 
a poor chaplain because as an introvert 
I am on the quieter end. At the end of 
the course, the instructor said to me, 
‘We have enough chaplains that speak 
regularly, we need more chaplains who 
listen’.” 

So began his career as a Padre in 
the Canadian Armed Forces, which 
has led him to his current ministry 
as a Faith Community Coordinator at 
CFB Esquimalt. He is originally from 

Shawinigan, Quebec. His military jour-
ney began in 1999 as an Officer of the 
Cadet Instructors Cadre, and then to the 
Primary Reserve serving in the military 
chaplaincy as a student in 2001. He 
transferred to the Regular Force as a 
Military Chaplain at CFB Valcartier in 
2012, with a degree in Theology from 
Laval University. 

Military chaplains work individually 
and have a special chaplain commission 
that is different than a regular officer’s 
commission. They focus on the well-
being of military members, which is a 
goal Capt Lafrenière strives to provide 
daily.

In his role as a Faith Community 
Coordinator, he oversees the Roman 
Catholic Our Lady Star of the Sea 
Chapel and its community. He presides 
over religious services, spiritual guid-
ance, and provides administrative sup-
port to the Formation Chaplain. His role 
also includes taking care of those who 
want to share any aspects of their life.

“We are versatile, open to all spiritual-
ity, and are always open-minded, ready 

to listen, communicate, and help out.” 
During the pandemic, it has been 

challenging for Capt Lafrenière to pro-
vide some services including counsel-
ling members and leading spiritual dis-
cussions and religious services. Despite 
these challenges, Capt Lafrenière still 
holds virtual Sunday services over Zoom 
as a way of bringing members together 
virtually. 

“We are primarily religious leaders, 
but most of our work is to support the 
overall well-being and moral of our 
members through counselling and talk 
therapy. I am also proud to help our 
members effectively communicate with 
their chain of command and to bring up 
matters they are not comfortable with. I 
believe we can have the most effective, 
open, and supportive command when 
our differences are communicated and 
resolved.”

Capt Lafrenière looks forward to pro-
viding spiritual services and meetings in 
person again as he believes this provides 
better emotional support. He notes it is 
important to observe body language and 

subtle gestures to understand a person’s 
unspoken words.

The CAF represents the religious 
diversity of Canadian society with sacred 
space for members of non-Catholic and 
non-Protestant religions. 

“It is increasingly important to be 
inclusive of all religions, faith and cul-
tures” says Capt Lafrenière. “My priority 
and mission is to consistently promote 
a strong physical and mental well-being 
of all members, so they feel safe and 
comfortable at work and can carry out 
their specific duties as effectively and 
efficiently as possible.” 

Capt Dominic Lafrenière, CD  
Faith Community Coordinator

❱❱ PROFILE

SERVICE AND SUPPORT FOR A
LL
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SE ADMINISTRATION
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Capt Jeff Klassen
HMCS Calgary PAO

They’re two of the toughest guys in the Royal 
Canadian Navy. One was originally going to be an 
underwater archeologist. The other, a bass clarinetist. 

Instead, Lieutenant (Navy) Steve Dyck and Petty 
Officer First Class Ryan Hart joined the navy and are 
now part of HMCS Calgary’s counter-narcotics and 
counter-terrorism operation in the Arabian Sea. 

Calgary arrived in the Combined Maritime Forces 
area of operations as a part of Canada’s Operation 
Artemis on April 15. Artemis is the Canadian Armed 
Forces mission to help stop terrorism and make Middle 
Eastern waters more secure. 

The two sailors are members of the ship’s Naval 
Tactical Operations Group (NTOG) boarding team – 
call sign Reef. Reef directly contributed to the ship’s 
recent seizures, including 1,286 kilograms of heroin, the 
biggest heroin bust in Operation Artemis’ history.

“Operation Artemis is the NTOG operator’s Holy 
Grail,” says PO1 Hart. “This is what every NTOG 
operator fights to do. This is putting all the hard work 
that every operator has gone through, from the selec-
tion process and right through all the training, to get 
to the level that my team is at right now. This is what 
NTOG was designed to do, this specific mission. We are 
so ready for this.”

Lt(N) Dyck was born in Swan River but grew up 
on Eaglemount Crescent in Winnipeg’s Linden Woods 
neighbourhood. He worked at Toledo Food Service as 
he made his way through Kelvin High School in River 
Heights. After graduating, he obtained an anthropology 
degree from the University of Manitoba and worked at 
maritime museums in Florida and Bermuda, and then 
as a professional shipwreck diver conducting research 
and salvage. 

He joined the navy in 2013 because he had a “pretty 
solid five-year plan” to gain experience and then retire 
early as an underwater archeologist. However, during 
his early career sails he worked alongside NTOG mem-
bers and it influenced him to change his path to become 
one in 2016.

“I was pretty intrigued seeing a group of highly moti-
vated individuals working as a team and bringing a new 
skillset to the navy, something that could have a direct 
impact in the world,” says Lt(N) Dyck, who is now 
Reef’s team leader.

PO1 Ryan Hart grew up in Selkirk, Manitoba, and 
then in the St. Boniface area of Winnipeg. His first 
love was music and after high school he went to the 
University of Manitoba and majored in bass clarinet. 
It took him one year to decide it wasn’t for him; so, he 
did a 180 and became a crane operator at the Gerdau 
Ameristeel steel plant in Selkirk. Seven years later he 
wanted more. He wanted to travel. His grandfather was 
in the British Royal Navy in the Second World War. In 
2006, he followed in his footsteps and became a boat-
swain because he “liked the grunt work and doing the 
tough stuff.” He has traversed the circumference of the 
world with the navy and visited countless locations with 
various ships.

“I think about Selkirk quite a bit still. Every year I visit 
and on the drive from the airport I pass the rolling mill 
– that’s what we call the steel plant. I will always carry 
a piece of it with me,” he says.

PO1 Hart got into the NTOG tactical unit as the 
team’s first boat coxswain in 2014, and then as an oper-
ator in 2017. He is now the second-in-charge of Reef.

NTOG teams are not Special Forces, but they are a 
unique group in the navy and specialize in weapons use, 
hand-to-hand combat, rappelling, boarding ships, inves-
tigation techniques, intelligence gathering, and tactical 
mission planning.  Unlike some other sea trades, they 
normally work with different ships going from mission-
to-mission around the world. They are a relatively new 
capability for the navy; people sometimes compare 
them to the American’s Navy Seals.

“We don’t use that comparison. Seals, Marines, and 
Canadian Special Forces operators are trained to a larger 
skillset. We are a small unit that mostly specializes in 
protecting a ship and maritime interdiction. However, I 
will say, we are incredibly good at the set of things we 
do,” says Lt(N) Dyck.

On Calgary’s current mission Lt(N) Dyck and PO1 
Hart are, for the first time, able to really show what 
their team can do. 

Calgary has had amazing success on its current opera-
tion. Within days of beginning patrols in April, the ship 
made its record-breaking heroin bust, the biggest in the 
history of Combined Maritime Forces followed by five 
more seizures. 

“It’s amazing to be out here making a difference. I 
can’t stress that enough,” says Lt(N) Dyck.

Winnipeg-raised navy members 
make record-breaking heroin bust
and huge dent in terrorist cash flow as leaders of a 

specialized tactical unit with HMCS Calgary
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Who is CFMWS?
CFMWS is committed to 
enhancing the morale and 
welfare of the military commu-
nity, ultimately contributing to 
the operational readiness and 
effectiveness of the Canadian 
Armed Forces (CAF).  We pride 
ourselves on being part of the 
Defence Team.

For a list of our current 
opportunities, please visit us at 
www.cfmws.com or 
submit your resume directly to 
NPFHREsquimalt@cfmws.com 

A PLACE 
WHERE YOU 
CAN GROW

For all your navy news visit
lookoutnewspaper.com

Lieutenant (Navy) Steve Dyck and Petty Officer 
First Class Ryan Hart on board HMCS Calgary 
during Operation Projection.
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Want to recognize Want to recognize 
someone in your unit?someone in your unit?

Send your BZs to melissa.atkinson@forces.gc.ca

@LookoutNewspaperNavyNews

Sailor First Class A. Korb receives a Certificate 
of Military Achievement on CISN Administrator.

Sailor First Class G. Meulblok receives a 
Certificate of Military Achievement on CISN 
Administrator.

Sailor First Class M. Mcneil receives a Certificate 
of Military Achievement on CISN Administrator.

Sailor First Class A. Shaw receives a Certificate 
of Military Achievement on CISN Administrator.

Sailor First Class K. Smith-Rojo receives a 
Certificate of Military Achievement on CISN 
Administrator.

Sailor First Class M. Nicolle receives a Certificate 
of Military Achievement on CISN Administrator.

Master Sailor L. Priftakis receives a Certificate 
of Military Achievement on CISN Administrator.

Master Sailor M. Santos receives a Certificate 
of Military Achievement on CISN Administrator.

Naval Fleet School (Pacific)
Graduation Ceremony

Photos by Sailor 1st Class (S1) Sisi Xu, MARPAC Imaging Services, Esquimalt

Lieutenant-Commander William Vanderstelt, Operations Division Commander of Naval Fleet School (Pacific), presented Certificates 
of Military Achievement on CISN Administrator during the Naval Communicator QL5B Graduation Ceremony April 29.
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HMCS Winnipeg
Awards and Presentations

Cpl Allen is promoted to MCpl by Cdr Layton and 
CPO2 Elliot. 

PO2 Halbert receivis her Scroll certificate from 
CPO1 Lee. 

S2 Espinoza is promoted to S1 by Cdr Layton and 
PO1 Clark.

SLt Alonso-Rodriguez is promoted to Lt(N) by Cdr 
Layton and Lt(N) Mullin-Lamarche.

SLt Murphy is promoted to Lt(N) by Cdr Layton 
and Lt(N) Summers. 

S2 Dupas is promoted to S1 by Cdr Layton and PO2 
Barrett. 

Sgt Hagans receives her Scroll certificate from 
CPO1 Lee.

S3 Immel is promoted to S2 by Cdr Layton and 
CPO2 Mills. 

MS Halbert is promoted to PO2 by Cdr Layton and 
PO1 Clark.

S2 Smith is promoted to S1 by Cdr Layton and 
CPO2 Mills. 

S1 Froebe is promoted to MS by Cdr Layton and 
Lt(N) Wychopen.

S3 Dion-Tessier is promoted to S2 by Cdr Layton 
and Lt(N) Wychopen. 
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HMCS Victoria
Awards and Presentations

Awards and promotions presented by 
LCdr Eric Isabelle, Commanding Officer HMCS Victoria.

S1 Goundry is presented  the Special Service Medal  
(Expedition).

MS Barber and Lt(N) Elsabagh receive their 
Submarine Dolphins.

CPO2 Tilson  is presented the Operational Service 
Medal.

S1 Santisban-Bazan and MS Steele receive their 
Submarine Dolphins.

PO2 Beaton  is presented the Special Service 
Medal (Expedition).

MS Miedema, MS Noa, S1 Makohin, Lt(N) Brown,  
and SLt Saxena receive their Submarine Dolphins.

LCdr Nguyen-Huynh is presented the Special 
Service Medal (Expedition).

Sgt Musgrave receives his Submarine Dolphin.

Lt(N) Somogyvari-Courchene is presented the 
Canadian Forces’ Decoration.

Lt(N) Hlobilek and S1 Sage receive their Submarine 
Dolphins.

MS Berandin is promoted to his current rank by 
CPO2 Tislon and LCdr Giraldo-Mejia.
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&Real
Estate

Email your Free Word Classified to melissa.atkinson@forces.gc.ca

Order today! Go to canadasultimatestory.com or call toll-free 1-844-602-5737 

NOW
AVAILABLEACROSS CANADA!

THE LATEST RELEASE FROM

N O W  A T  T H E S E  F I N E  R E T A I L E R S

A N D  O T H E R  F I N E  R E TA I L E R S  O F  M A G A Z I N E S
  $1495 

+ applicable taxes 

ONLY

Advertisement

The Battle of the Somme lasted 141 days, 
from July 1 to Nov. 18, 1916. It levied 
more than a million casualties and stands 
among history’s most notorious battles. 
For the Canadian Corps, the Somme 
was a coming of age, setting the stage for 
their seminal victories to follow.  
Get your special edition now!

This 100-page quality, oversized 
keepsake special edition is filled with 
intriguing and compelling stories,  
rarely seen photography and 
breathtaking illustrations.

CANADA AND THE BRUTAL BATTLES 
of the SOMME

REAL ESTATE FOR RENT REAL ESTATE FOR RENT

NOW RENTING - ELEVATED APARTMENTS
New construction, views. 657 Redington Ave. next to  

Millstream Village. 1 & 2 bdrm Sept. 2021

MORTGAGE CONSULTANT

MORTGAGE SPECIALIST

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR RENT

POSTED? Let me help!

Esquimalt Area Specialist
Let me help you make Esquimalt home.

p: 250.888.6953   e: holly@courtright.co  w: courtright.co

C O U R T R I G H T
R e a l  E s t a t e  A d v i s o r

POSTED? GET PRE-APPROVED 
BEFORE YOUR HHT

WE OFFER:

RENTAL AVAILABLE NOW
1 Bedroom, 1 Bath (4-piece) + den near Saxe Point, Esquimalt. Private entrance, 
private full-size in-suite laundry, private patio, secure 8’ x 10’ storage shed, 1 
off-street parking space. Quiet, steps to Saxe Point Park, short walk to shops/
restaurants/rec centre. Easy walk to CFB Esq. Military deployment discount. Non-
smoking, no pets, references and lease. $1,375/mo + $76/mo flat rate for utilities. 

Call/email Jack - saxejack@gmail.com /
 250-383-1506.

FULLY FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM SUITE
Looking for one quiet, independent person who is a non-smoker. Freshly painted, 
immaculate, new furniture, TV, washer/drier...everything/linen etc – fully fur-
nished. Walking distance to Naden, Work Point, Dockyard, and the city center. 
$1,400 includes hydro, water, heat, parking.

No smoking, no pets Available June 1.
 Call 250-216-9030. 

WALK TO BASE CONDO
Walk to work Condo with sea view in Martello next to Base, available now. All inclu-
sive.  Light, modern and homey, corner suite, 1 Bed fully furnished W/D in suite, fully 
equipped kitchen, granite counters. Secure underground car and bike parking, relax 
on your private balcony, or shared massive roof deck and watch stunning sunsets 
over Esquimalt Harbour (and your ship!) Your home from home, includes utilities, 
Wi-Fi and cable, Ocean and mountain views $1,950/month. Military IR compliant. 

Contact Wendy wjbeard@consultingwjb.com

 

 

Ready for the big move?
Enjoy BMO employee rates on a wide range of 
mortgage options. No matter where you are moving 
across Canada, Julie McAlpine is here to help you.

Julie McAlpine, CD
Mortgage Specialist for 
the Defence Community

250-818-4821
Julie.McAlpine@bmo.com

 HOUSE SWAP
Halifax Grandma with grandkids in Victoria looking 
to house swap for 30 day periods. Willing to pet sit. 2 
bed 2 bath condo in Halifax to offer. 

250-889-1490 shannon.black@forces.gc.ca

AVAILABLE JUNE 1
1,800+ sq ft ½ Duplex - 3 bedroom + a large den, 2 ½ bathrooms, fully fence 
backyard, shed, 2009 built home, open floor plan, Main level – Den (11x14) or 
use as a family room, or 4th bedroom, guest bathroom, living room, dining room, 
kitchen. Upper lever – 3 bedrooms, full bathroom, and full bathroom en suite in 
Master bedroom, laundry. Newer fridge, dishwasher, built-in microwave, washing 
machine and dryer (all purchased in the last 1-2yrs). Located across the street 
from CFB Esquimalt. No smoking on premises. No pets. $2,750 + 70% hydro, 50% 
cable/Internet, 50% water. 

Contact: march072008@gmail.com 
or (250)891-5492

Large 1 bedroom 1 bath apartment 
located in the Township of Esquimalt. 
15 minute drive to Victoria’s downtown 
core and Inner Harbour. On major bus 
routes, close to the Galloping Goose Trail, 
the Red Barn Grocery Store, Esquimalt 
Plaza and Recreation Centre. Perfect 
for Military as it located across the 
street from CFB Esquimalt. 1 year lease 
required, No Smoking, No Pets. Heat 
and Hot water included, laundry onsite. 
Building is a walk-up. Rent is $1,260.00 
a month and available immediately. 
Parking available at $30.00 per month.

*Ask about our Military Incentive*
Move in anytime during May and 

receive 1/2 month of rent free.

The Kindersley Apartments

 250-385-8771
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Couple HOPES: Initial Development of a Guided, Internet-delivered Couple Intervention for 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Relationship Enhancement 

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a common and disabling condition associated with intimate 
relationship problems and mental health problems in partners of those with PTSD. Recognizing the need to 
improve access to evidence-based interventions for those with PTSD and their families, our team has 
developed an Internet-delivered, self-help intervention to improve PTSD, enhance relationships, and 
improve partners’ mental health: Couple HOPES (Helping Overcome PTSD and Enhance Satisfaction). 

Couple HOPES is comprised of seven interactive modules that systematically target PTSD 
symptoms and enhance relationship functioning. These modules cover the following topics: (1) 
Psychoeducation on PTSD symptoms and relationship functioning, (2) safety building in relationships and 
introducing skills to manage relationship conflict, (3) communication skills, (4) approaching situations, 
conversations, and experiences that are avoided as a result of PTSD symptoms, (5) sharing feelings, (6) 
sharing thoughts, and (7) consolidating intervention gains and relapse prevention. Each online module 
contains (1) web-streamed videos and activities that are approximately 30 minutes in length; (2) interactive 
exercises and homework for couples to complete between modules; and (3) messaging with a 
paraprofessional Coach before and after the module to troubleshoot homework completion and use of the 
platform, monitor PTSD symptoms and relationship satisfaction, clarify information as needed, and 
encourage the use of the platform. 
  

The proposed three-phase project aims to refine and finalize Couple HOPES. In Phase 1, a series 
of 10 couples with at least one partner who is a Canadian military member, veteran, or first responder with 
clinically significant PTSD symptoms and their intimate partners will receive the intervention and will 
provide initial qualitative and quantitative data on safety, efficacy, and usability. These cases will be used 
to iteratively refine the intervention. In Phase 2, we will test the safety, efficacy, and usability of the 
finalized Couple HOPES intervention in an uncontrolled trial with 20 couples wherein one partner is a 
Canadian military member, veteran, or first responder with clinically significant PTSD symptoms. Lastly, 
in Phase 3, we will conduct a randomized controlled trial (RCT) comparing Couple HOPES against a 
delayed intervention group (all couples will receive the intervention within 2 months) to assess safety, 
desirability, and efficacy in 70 couples with at least one partner who is a Canadian military member, veteran, 
or first responder with clinically significant PTSD symptoms and their intimate partners across Canada. 
  

The potential benefits of this study include couples learning new skills to reduce PTSD symptoms 
and enhance relationship functioning, although this is not guaranteed. Risks include participants finding the 
assessments distressing, or possible worsening of PTSD symptoms or relationship functioning. These risks 
will be mitigated by continuous monitoring of PTSD symptoms, relationship functioning, and adverse 
events, and intervention by study staff. 
 
Point of Contact: Robert Valela, Couple HOPES Project Manager | couplehopes@ryerson.ca 
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